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In this paper we apply previously obtained abstract bifurcation results to 
nonlinear perturbations of the periodic Schrodinger equation. We show that 
(depending on the sign of the nonlinearity) lower or upper end-points of the 
continuous spectrum are bifurcation points. The main part of the proof consists of 
the construction of suitable test-functions which are required for the application of 
the abstract theorem. 
Instead of pursuing the notion of an eigenpaket of the differential operator 
which has successfully been used in the one-dimensional case we now exploit a 
construction based on Bloch waves of the linear Schriidinger operator. c 1992 
Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we show how some recent results concerning the existence 
and bifurcation of nontrivial solutions to nonlinear equations with 
indefinite linearisation can be applied to differential equations of the type, 
-du(x) + p(x) u(x) * r(x) \u(x)l” u(x) = Au(x) for xe[WN. (1.1 Ik ) 
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We assume throughout that, 
(Al) PEL~([W”‘) and ~(x+a~)=p(x) for a.e. XER~ and 1 <i<N, 
where span{ai: 1 d i < N} = RN. Thus p is periodic. 
(A2) ~EL”(R”‘) and nonnegative a.e. on RN. 
(A3) O<o<4/(N-2) for N33 and O<a for N=2. 
Solutions of (1.1) are sought in H ‘( RN) and the linearization S of (1.1) 
is the periodic Schrodinger equation, 
-Au(x) + p(x) u(x) = 3.24(x) for XEIW~ (1.2) 
whose spectrum, a(,!?), consists of a union of closed intervals and a(S) con- 
tains no eigenvalues. An open interval (a, b) c R\a(,S) such that a, h E a(S) 
is called a spectral gap. Our results give conditions under which (1.1) has 
nontrivial solutions (2, U) E R x H1(IWN) with I+ lying in a spectral gap and 
the bifurcation of solutions from end-points of a gap is also discussed. 
These conclusions are obtained as special cases of some recent theorems 
concerning operator equations in Hilbert space which are recalled in a con- 
venient form in Section 2. As far as the application of these results to ( 1.1) 
is concerned, the main point is the construction of suitable families of test- 
functions and Section 3 is devoted to this. Finally in Section 4, we obtain 
our conclusions about Eq. ( 1.1). Apart from conditions ensuring existence 
and bifurcation of weak solutions, we also establish the exponential decay 
of solutions when 2 lies in a spectral gap. 
We restrict our attention to (1.1 k ) when N& 2, since the case N = 1 has 
already be treated elsewhere [8%10, 131. 
While bifurcation from the lowest point of the continuous spectrum has 
been studied in detail [ 171 during the past 15 years bifurcation at other 
boundary points of the continuous spectrum is a new phenomena. A first 
functional analytical approach for general operator equations has been 
achieved in [2]. First applications were concerned with nonlinear pertur- 
bations of Hill’s equation [13]. Partial differential equations were treated 
in [S]. After submission of this paper we became aware of an independent 
approach of this problem due to Alama and Li [2]. Their proof of 
existence is based on variational methods as well with the difference that 
they treat a dual problem obtained through inversion; further bifurcation 
is not studied. 
2. SOME GENERAL RESULTS 
Here we set out, in a convenient and unified form, some recent results 
about nonlinear equations in a Hilbert space. The basic equation can be 
written as 
Su + N(u) = Au, (2.1) 
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where the linear and nonlinear terms, S and N, satisfy the following 
conditions. 
Let H be a real Hilbert space with scalar product ( .,. ) and norm (/ (I. 
(HO) S: D(S) c H -+ H is a positive self-adjoint operator. By H, we 
denote the Hilbert space that is obtained by equipping D(S”*) with the 
scalar product 
(u, u), = (u, u) + (S’.‘u, Sl%) for u, u E D(S”*) 
and norm, lJull, = (u, u):‘“. 
Identifying H with H* we have H, c H= H* c HT and (.,.) can be 
used to denote simultaneously the duality H* x H and H: x H, . 
Setting T= S'.'*, we see that T: H, + H is a bounded linear operator and 
hence so is its conjugate T': H* = H + Hf. It follows that T'T: H, -+ H 7 
is a bounded linear operator which extends S in the sense that 
D(S)= {uEH,:T'TuEH} 
and 
T'Tu= Su, VueD(S). 
The operator T'T is the gradient of 4 11 Tull* which is a smooth functional 
on H,. We suppose that the nonlinear term is also the gradient of a 
functional on H,. 
(HI) (N(u),u)=cp’(u)u for u,uEH,, where ~EC~(H~,R) is such 
that ~(0) = 0, q’(O) = 0. Furthermore, rp: H, -+ R! is uniformly differentiable 
on bounded subsets. 
(H2) cp: H, + R is even and convex. 
(H3) 31;>~> 1 such that for all UEH,, 
O<q(N(u), u> d (N'(u) u, u> <y(N(u) u, u>. 
(H4) N: H, -+ HT is compact. 
Under the hypotheses (HO)-(H4), (Su, u) >, 0 and (N(u), U) 2 0, 
Vu E H,. With these definiteness assumptions, it is appropriate to consider 
two versions of Eq. (2.1), namely 
and 
T'Tu-N(u)=& for (&u)~lQxH, (2.2 - ) 
T'Tu+N((u)=h for (A,u)ERxH,. (2.2 + ) 
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Denoting the spectrum of S by a(S), let G = (a, b) be a spectral gap for S 
in the sense that 
(a, b) c P(S) = R\dS) and a, b E o(S). (2.3) 
For p E R, we say tht condition T(6) is satisfied at ,U whenever 3A4 > 0 and 
a sequence {on} c H, such that /Iu,,Ij = 1, cp(u,)>O, (cp(u,)} is bounded, 
ll(~‘T-~~)u,ll~dMI((T’T-~~)~,,, u,,)l and 
Here and elsewhere, II.11 * denotes the norm on H: as the dual of Hr. 
Note that llull* d IIuJ/ whenever UE H. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let the conditions (HO)-(H4) he satisfied and consider a 
spectral gap G = (a, 6) ,for S. 
(i) Suppose thut 3K, C>O such that 
llNu)ll z+e G G(u) + C for all u E H, , (2.4) 
and that the condition T(6) is satisfied at a for 6 = 2/(n + 1). Then 
3;1* E (a, 6) such that for every 1~ (a, A*) Eq. (2.2 + ) has a solution 
(A, ui.) E [w x H, with uj. # 0. 
(ii) Suppose that (2.4) holds and that 
cp(u) > 0 for all UEH,\{O}. (2.5) 
Then for every II E (a, 6) Eq. (2.2 + ) h as a solution (& uj,) E [w x H, with 
U~#O. 
(iii) Suppose that 3K, & >O and VE (0, 1) such that 
0 < (N’(u) z, z> d K{du)}’ llzll: (2.6) 
for all UE H, \{O} with Ilull, GE, and that the condition T(6) holds at a for 
some 6 > 1. Then a is a gap btfurcation point for (2.2 + ) in the sense that 
3{(Lu,)}=~xH,, of solutions of (2.2 + ) such that u, # 0, ))u,)) 1 -+ 0, 
in E (a, 6) and I, + a. 
Proof: This is an amalgamation of earlier work. Parts (i) and (ii) are 
proved in [9] and a variant of (ii) appears in the paper [S]. Part (iii) is 
established in [ 133 and is an improvement of previous versions in [ 123. 
Remark. There is an analogous result for Eq. (2.2 - ) in which the con- 
dition T(6) is supposed to hold at b. Then in part (i), there is a solution 
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for every d E (,I*, b). In part (iii), there is gap bifurcation at b provided that 
N is homogeneous. A further improvement of the results in [12, 141 due to 
Buffoni and Jeanjean shows how this requirement of homogeneity can be 
eliminated. They also weaken the compactness assumption and show that 
it is enough to verify T(6) with 6 = 1. 
3. TEST-FUNCTIONS FOR (1.1) 
The main purpose of this section is to show how the condition T(6) can 
be satisfied in the case of Eq. (1.1). Throughout this section H denotes the 
real Hilbert space L2 (iw”‘), where N3 2. The usual Sobolev spaces of 
functions with square-integrable derivatives of order up to k are denoted by 
H”(RN). 
From the results in [S, 15,201, we note the following properties of the 
periodic Schrodinger operator. For a potential p that satisfies (Al ), a 
self-adjoint operator, S: D(S) c H + H is defined by 
D(S) = H2(RN) and su= --du+pu. (3.1) 
Furthermore, in dealing with Eq. (1.1) we may assume without loss of 
generality that 
pa0 a.e. on lRN, (3.2) 
by simply adding - {ess inf p} u to both sides of (1.1). Thus we may 
assume that S satisfies the condition (HO). For every 2 E a(S) there exists 
a solution of the periodic Schrodinger equation (1.2) in the form of a Bloch 
wave. That is, for every A E a(S), 3m E [WN and a function B: [WN -+ @ such 
that B + 0, 
B(x + a,) = B(x) for a.e. xe[WN and 1 <i<N, 
Re B, Im BE Hf,,( K!“) and setting, 
I)(X) = e’“.“B(x), 
-44x) + P(X) 4G) = Q(x) a.e. on lRN. 
(3.3) 
From standard local elliptic regularity [3, 51, it follows that II/ E C’([WN) 
and that II/ and VI+!I are bounded. Setting 
Y=Re$ (3.4) 
we can assume that Y $ 0. Since p is real-valued, Y also satisfies the 
periodic Schrodinger equation. 
In the construction of the test-functions, an important role is played by 
the observation that Y: [WN + Iw is a uniformly almost-periodic (UAP)- 
function. For the definition and basic properties of UAP-functions that we 
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use, see [3]. In particular, for any UAP-function f‘: aBN + @ there is a 
mean-value, M(f), which may be defined by 
Our main tool is the following version of the Riemann-Lebesgue lemma. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let f: IWN + @ he a UAP-function and let gc L’(RN). 
Then 
lim j f( TX) d-x) d,xr = M(f) s,,,, g(x) dx. (3.5) 
T-w RN 
Proqf: Clearly it is enough to prove the result in the case where 
M(f) =O. Then, for every c >O, exists a trigonometrical polynomial, 
P,(x) = xi=, akei”k .‘; where ck E lRN and M(f(x) er”k ‘) # 0 for every 
k= 1, . . . . n such that jj- P,:(, =supYGwSV jf(~- P,,(x)\ <E. 
This is the N-variables version of the approximation theorem of [2, 
p. 61. In particular, since M(f) = 0, ck # 0 for k = 1, . . . . n. 
Also there exists g,: E Cc ([w “) such that 1 g - g,:I , < E, where 1.1, denotes 
the usual norm on L’([WN). 
Now ck = (c:, . . . . c,“) # 0, so 3j(k) E { I, . . . . NJ such that ~2~) #O. Then 
I 
,,c:‘~‘Tx,~~, 
i - 
g,:(,y) d-x,0, = cf”jT 
,,,~fkil.r,,k, 3g,:(x) dx 
R 8x,,k, 
I(k) 
and lJrWNe rck.rxgE(X) dxJ < I/(\ cik(&)l T) I(agcldXj(k))lI. Hence, 
It follows that, 
f( TX) g(x) dx 
d Ii f(Tx) Cg(x)- g,b)ldx w” 
+ 
;I 
Cf(Tx)-f’,(=)I g,fx)dx Iw* 
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Hence, for any e > 0, 
lim sup 
Ii 
.f(Tx) g(*y) dx G [If x + l&d I + El E. 7‘+1 w\ 
It follows that lim,-, x jIBvJ(Tx) g(x) dx= 0 and the proof is complete. 
We are now ready to construct test functions for (1.1). Since $ and hence 
Y 4 L2( RN) we must use a truncation. 
Let 9 E C,“(lRN) be such that q > 0 on RN and 
1 
1 
v(x)= o 
for 1x1 d R, 
for 1x1 3 R,+ 1, 
where R, is a constant that will be fixed in the proof of Lemma 3.6. Then 
for k>O, we set 
zk(x) = k ~ N’2r/ 
0 
; Y(x) for XEIW~ (3.6) 
and 
vk = zk/lzki2~ (3.7) 
where 1. I2 denotes the usual norm on L2(RN). Our first application of 
Proposition 3.1 shows that ok is well-defined for large values of k. Clearly 
zk~H2(RN)nC’(RN). 
LEMMA 3.2. Let (Al) he satisfied and define zk by (3.6). Then 
lim Izk12= {M(Y2)}‘j2 1q/2. (3.8) 
In particular, sirrce Y f 0, 3k, > 0 such that (zk( 2 # 0 for all k > k,. 
Proof: For k>O, Izkli= JwN k “‘q(x/k)’ Ye dx= JR,+ Y(ky)2 am dy. 
Since Y2 is a UAP-function and v E L2(IWN) the result follows from 
Proposition 3.1. 
We now exploit the fact that zk is almost an eigenfunction of S. In fact 
(S-U)z,= -km- Y(x)-2kpN12 -‘%I ; .VY(x) (3.9) 
0 
since (S - II) Y(x) = 0. 
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LEMMA 3.3. Let (Al ) be satisfied and define zk by (3.6). Then 
lim k’((S-/ZZ)z,, zk) = WY’) i,,\ lWy)l’&, (3.10) k-s. 
where M( Y2) > 0, and 
lim supk2~(S-~I)zkl$<c0. 
k-m 
(3.11) 
Proof: By (3.9), 
((s-;Iz)z,,z,)= -kpNm2 j-/fv($o) vl(x)‘d-~ 
-2&N- 
by integration by parts 
=k~- N-2 
j-,,, IQ (;)I’ ‘WJ2 dx 
=k ’ lRN Wb12 IWy)12 4. 
An application of Proposition 3.1 now yields (3.10). From (3.9) we also 
obtain, 
l(S-1.1M:=k-4~R,v ‘f’I/(W2 CArl( 
Noting that Y2, Y aiY, and d,Y ajY are all UAP-functions we see that 
Proposition 3.1 implies that 
lim k21(S-AZ)z,l~=4 5 5 M(d,Y8jY)/Rti8iq(y)a,4(y)dy. 
k-z r=l /=I 
This proves (3.11). 
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LEMMA 3.4. Let (Al) be sati:ffied and, ,for k > k,, let ok be defined bl 
(3.7). Then vk~D(S)=H2(RN), lvkj2= 1, 
(3.12) 
and 3 K > 0 such that 
1(S-~z)U,l:6Kl((S-Iz)U,,U,)l for k>k,. (3.13) 
Furthermore, { ( uk 1 z + / S ‘!*uk I : > is a bounded sequence. (3.14) 
ProoJ: In view of Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3, it is enough to establish (3.14). 
But 
/s”*u,I:= (su,, u,)= ((s-~“~)u,,v,)+~lu,I: 
~~+k-2CIW:llvl:+ 11 for k>k,. 
This proves (3.14). 
To complete the discussion we must investigate the behaviour of the 
sequence { (p(vk)) as k -+ 00, where 
Iu(x)Ic+2 
du)={Rh,I(x) (a+2) dx for uEH’(RN) (3.15) 
is a potential for the nonlinear term in (1.1). 
LEMMA 3.5. Let (A2) and (A3) be satisfied. Then the function cp defined 
by (3.15 is well defined on H’(RN), and cp: H’(RN) + R takes bounded sets 
to bounded sets. In particular, when (Al) is also satisfied, and {ok) is the 
sequence d@ned by (3.7), {(p(vk)} is bounded. 
Proof. This is a consequence of the Sobolev embedding. See [ 17, 181. 
In order to verify the condition T(6), we need to obtain a lower bound 
for the behaviour of {(p(uk)} as k + 00. One way of doing this is to restrict 
the decay of r as 1x1 + cc [ 15, 17-j. We say that r satisfies the condition 
D(t) provided that 3L >O and r 20 such that r(x) 2 Llxl--’ a.e. on C, 
whereC={tx:t31andxEB(xo,d)}forsomex,E[WNandO<d<Ixol. 
PROPOSITION 3.6. Let (Al) to (A3) be satisfied and suppose that condi- 
tion D(T) is satisfied. Then 3k, > 0 and D > 0 such that 
(p(zk) 3 Dk - No’2pr ,for k> k,, 
where {zk} is defined by (3.6). 
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Proof By the definition of cp and zk, 
rrt2 
(P(z/r) = I r(x) kp N(” + 2)!2yl Iy(x)l~+* 
dx/( fs + 2) IW,, 
=~k-N”12-’ I lWy)lof2 IYI-~YI(YY+~&> c;l 
where Ck= {ye RN: ky E C}. For k 3 1, Cc C, and so 
(p(zk) 2 Lk- Na/2-r 
J I %‘vW’+2 XC(Y) IYI -Tr(~Y’+2 dy, RN 
where xc is the characteristid function of the set C. 
Noting that I YI rr+ ’ is a UAP-function, it follows from Proposition 3.1 
that 
lim inf kN”i2 + 1 dz/r) 3 LM( I Yl Of’) j<, IYI ’ rl(y)“+2 dy. k-s 
Since we can assume that the constant R, in the definition of ‘1 is such that 
I-G < 4, it follows that 3k,, D > 0 such that (p(zk) 3 Dk- No’2 -’ for 
k>k,. 
THEOREM 3.7. Let (Al))(A3) be satisfied and suppose that D(T) is 
satisfied. Let 1 E a(S), where S is defined by (3.1). Then 3k > 0 and a 
sequence {u,,}~=,ED(S) such that Iu,12= 1, cp(v,)>O, {(p(u,)} is bounded, 
I(S-W)u,l~~KI((S-~Z)u,,u,,)I for n>n, 
and 
lim ((S-W uPI> un> co 4 provided 6 < ~ 
12 + 00 d%)6 Na+2t’ 
Proof: Let {u,} be defined by (3.7). Then according to the previous 
lemmas, it is enough to study the limit n -+ a3. But for n > k,, and 6 > 0, 
<(S-W u,, 0,) < &-2+“{No’2+r) 
d&Y ’ 
for n>k,, 
where 2; > 0. 
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4. EXISTENCE AND BIFURCATION FOR (1.1) 
We use the results recalled in Section 2 to discuss Eq. (1.1) under the 
assumptions (Al )-(A3). As in Section 3, the basic Hilbert space is 
H = L2( RN) and the operator defined by (3.1) satisfies the condition (HO) 
once we assume that (3.2) holds. Furthermore, D(S I”) = H ‘( RN) and the 
usual norm, 
Id,,2= {bl:+ lIw:)“2, (4.1) 
on H’(RN) is equivalent to the graph norm, 
Ilull, = (luI:+ Is1’2ul:}‘~2, (4.2) 
introduced in Section 2. Se [ 11, 191 for details. By standard arguments as 
in [17, IS], we see that the function cp: H’(RN)= H, + R defined by (3.15) 
satisfies the conditions (Hl)-(H3) with q = y = c + 1, where 
N(u) = YIUld 24 for UE H’(RN), (4.3) 
and also that (H4) is satisfied provided that 
(A4) lim, + x ess suplX, ~ k r(x) = 0. 
For U, UE H’(RN), 
I(Wu), u>l <JR* 04”+~ I4 dx 
d 
I 
p+2Mu+1)(40+2 
iwf" 
dx~'"+"""+2'{j~,~,u,~+'d,)"'u+2' 
G If.1 ~(~+2’{(~+2)cp(u)}(~+‘)‘(~+*) 1101/,, 
since 2<0+2<2N/(N-2) and MEL”. Thus llNu)ll* d 
mu) (O+ ‘v(~+ *) and (2.4) follows by using Young’s inequality. 
For U, ZE H’(RN), 
O<((o+ 1)j+,vr~u~“r2dx= (N’(u)z,z) 
<(cr+l) j~~~‘“+2~~ul~~~+2d~}u”u+2i 
1 
*/err + 2) 
I4 o+2 dx 
Irl~‘“+2’{(a+2)cp(u)}“““+2’llzll: 
5os~1cnx2-l I 
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2<fJ+2<-& and rE L”(W). 
Thus we see that (2.6) is satisfied with v = a/(~ + 2). 
We are now ready to apply the results of Section 2 to Eq. (1.1). Inter- 
preting these theorems in the present case leads to conclusions about weak 
solutions (n, U) E Rx H1(RN) in the usual sense. However, as the next 
results show, this actually means that we have strong solutions decaying at 
infinity. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let (Al t(A3) hold and suppose that (2, u) E R x H1(RN) is 
a weak solution of(l.1 + ). Then u~ff~([W~)n C’(RN),L”(RN) and 
lim u(x) = 0. 
1.r - 5 
ProoJ: Setting A = -A and q= pf rlul”, we use [l, Theorem 5.1 J. For 
any open unit ball B= B(z, 1) c RN see that qE LP(B) provided that 
jBrPIuJu~dx<m. Since UEH’(R~), this is true for all ~31 when N=2 
and provided that gp < 2N/(N - 2) when N 3 3. 
In particular, by (A3), 3p > N/2 such that q E LP(B) and, in the notation 
of [l], qE M,(B) for some 6 > 0 and (5.1) holds with a constant that is 
independent of z (but depends on [lulli). It follows from (5.5) of [l] that 
3D>O (depending on u and a) such that 
esssup{lu(x)l:xEB(z,a)}<D 5 
1 
I/2 
u(x)’ dx 
I 
(4.4) 
Wz, 1) 
for any c( E (0, 1). 
Since UE L2(R”‘), this implies that UE L”(P). Standard elliptic 
regularity now shows that u E H2(RN) n C’(RN) and a further application 
of (4.4) implies that lim,,, j ~, U(X) = 0. 
COROLLARY 4.2. Let (Al))(A3) hold and suppose that (2, U)E R x 
H’(RN) is a weak solution of (1.1 + ) with ,I Ed. Then 3~ > 0 such that 
limi.rl + o; e”lxiu(x) = 0. 
Proof Let q be the function defined in the proof of Lemma 4.1. By 
Lemma 4.1, qE L”(RN) and lim,,, j cc [q(x) - p(x)] =O. From this it 
follows that multiplication by q - p defines a compact mapping from 
H’(RN) into L2(RN) and consequently that the self-adjoint operators 
-A + q and -A + p in L*(R”) have the same essential spectrum. Thus u 
is an eigenfunction of -A + q with eigenvalue at a positive distance from 
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the essential spectrum of -d + q. The exponential decay of u now follows 
from [7, p. 179, Theorem 21. 
Finally we give the results on the existence and bifurcation of solutions 
for (1.1 * ). 
THEOREM 4.3. Let the conditions (Al)-(A4) be satisfied and consider a 
spectral gap G = (a, b) for the operator S defined by (3.1). 
(i) Suppose that r satisfies the condition D(z) and that 
O<T<2 when N>2 
o < ~ < 2(2 - 7) 
N-2 
when N>3. 
Then 3%* E (a, b) such that, for eoery L E (a, L*), Eq. (1.1 + ) has a solution 
(A, uL) E [w x H’([WN) with ui. $ 0. 
(ii) Suppose that r > 0 a.e. on IWN. Then, for every AE (a, b), 
Eq. (1.1 -I- ) has a solution (A, uA) E [w x H’([WN) with u2 f 0. 
(iii) Suppose that r satisfies the condition D(z) and that 
o <a < 2(2-T) 
N 
Then a is a gap-bifurcation point for (1.1 + ) in the sense that 
3{1,,u,}c[WxH’(O;PN)ofsolutionsof(1.1+)suchthatu,#O, )u,J~,~+O, 
A, E (a, b) and 1, -+ a. 
Remark. There is an analogous result for Eq. (1.1 - ) in which part (i) 
gives the existence of solutions for i near b and part (iii) gives gap- 
bifurcation at b. 
Proof. We have already noted that (Al )-(A4) imply that (HO)-(H4) 
are satisfied with II= 4 = 0 + 1, as well as the estimates (2.4) and (2.7). 
By Theorem 3.7, it follows that T(6) is satisfied with 6 = 2/((r + 2) 
provided that D(z) holds with 2/(a + 2) < 4/(N0 + 22). This proves part (i). 
Clearly (2.5) is satisfied when r > 0 a.e. on RN and this yields part (ii). 
Finally, for part (iii), we return to Theorem 3.7 and note that T(6) is 
satisfied for some 6 > 1 provided that 1 < 4/( No + 22). 
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